In 2007, M. Sengönül defined the notion of zweier sequence spaces Z and 0 Z consisting of the sequences that are convergent and null convergent respectively. Lately motivated by the above two concepts, Vakeel A. Khan and Nazneen [1] proposed the zweier I  convergent sequence spaces. In 2013, Nabanita Konwar and Pradip Debnath [2] introduced the I   convergent sequences in intutionstic fuzzyn normed space (IFnNS). In this paper, we introduce a new type of sequence spaces denoted as ( , ) , I n Z   0( , ) , I n Z   and ( , ) , I n Z   
INTRODUCTION
In 1999 Kostyrko et. al [3] defined the notion of ideal convergence as the generalisation of statistical convergence [17] that was introduced by Fast [4] and Steinhaus [5] separately in 1951. Lately I  convergence for the sequence of functions has been studied by Balcerzak et. al [6] , Komisarski [7] . The notion of Intutionstic Fuzzy n  normed spaces introdused by Vijayabalaji et. al [8] emerged from the concept of fuzzy sets which was defined by Zadeh [8] and later on studied by Atanossov [9, 10] . It has a wide range of applications in the field of science and engineering, e.g., application of fuzzy topology in quantum particle physics that arises in string, chaos control, computer programming etc. In 2013, Nabanita Konwar and Pradip Debnath [2] introduced the notion of I   convergent sequences in intutionstic fuzzy n  normed space (IFnNS). On other hand a new type of sequence spaces using matrix domain was constructed by Altay and Basar [11] . In 2007, M. Sengönül [12] defined the notion of zweier sequence spaces Z and 0 Z consisting of the sequences that are convergent and null convergent respectively.
In the present article, we have connected the construct of I   convergence of sequence in intuitionistic fuzzy n  normed space and zweier operator to construct new kind of sequence spaces which consists of sequences that are zweier I   convergent sequence  is an object of the form 1 : such that for a given 0 : ,
: for a given 0 : , where ( ) ( ).
RESULTS
Using the concepts of I  convergence in IF n-NS and zweier sequence spaces, we define the sequence spaces which relate the two concepts in the following manner: 
We will prove the following results: 
